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thUrsday 27th jUne 2019 friday 28th jUne 2019

Welcome !

opening Ceremony

africa-europe focus

Moroccan Lunch

MEET WITh MASTERCLASSES
WOMEN ON BOARD

MASTERCLASSES
PERSONAL BRANDING MEET WITh

MEET WITh

they Make africa 

they Make africa 

Crossing the atlantic, 
from africa to the United-states 

they Make africa 

BreaK 

new horizons 
for Women in science

afrique  - asie

DINNER

Breakfast 
agriculture

Breakfast
environnement 

Welcome !

Men with Wia

they Make africa 

BreaK 

MASTERCLASSES
WOMEN INCLuSION : 

how to attract, develop, 
engage and retain female 

millennial talent ?

from sports to business leaders : 
over the hurdle 

opening Women in africa Philanthropy

Wia  Presents 54 entrepreneurs 

Moroccan Lunch

they Make africa 

Conclusions

CLOSING DINNER & PARTY

Mint tea Break 

Mint tea Break 

they Make africa 

What if we told another african story, a story cele-
brating women's will, talent, potential, actions and
commitment to create new businesses and to forge
economic, political and cultural alliances with the
rest of the world? in what ways should african
women develop international partnerships? how
should they strengthen existing ties? 

these many topics will be addressed by charismatic
personalities, from an unprecedented angle which
flips the narrative, giving the continent the opportu-
nity to take full control. throughout the summit,
Wia will demonstrate how africa can benefit from a
new and optimistic story-telling to, at last, take over
the rightful leadership of its economic future.
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the Wia team informs you that it may have to redefine the order or the composition of the programme according to the imperatives of the speakers.



AFRICA-EUROPE FOCUS

DESTINATION BRUSSELS
What if we found a way to curb africa's financial dependency
on europe and put an end to it in the near future? africa would
then be able to set a new tone for its business dealings with
european nations through partnerships involving more
african women leaders. What if a decision-making process
thought up by african women was the key to a ground -
breaking approach? the first step is to ensure that they have
a seat and a say in every international policy-making platform
in europe. african and european personalities have been invited
to share their views on ongoing and future cooperation
between africa and europe and to offer solutions for a new
win-win alliance.  

AFRICA-ASIA FOCUS

BEYOND CHINA
african women can create an international environment that
is conducive to cooperation by building new bridges between
africa and asia, by sharing expertise and devising develop-
ment plans beneficial to both continents.
Let us bring together women leaders from every country in asia
and africa, let us call on them to bring forth a new momentum,
to develop new forms of partnership, to strengthen existing
ones and provide new opportunities for development.

AFRICA-US FOCUS

CROSSING THE ATLANTIC, 
FROM AFRICA 
TO THE UNITED STATES
Companies run by african women will only get a fair shot once
they are part of the global economy. While the dialogue and
cooperation between africa and the United states is mainly
based on financial assistance from the latter to the former
through agencies and ngos, the time has come to build a
more comprehensive trade relationship with africa. Let us
identify the key elements to ensure that more american
companies incorporate african women entrepreneurs into
their supply chains.
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SCIENCE FOCUS

NEW HORIZONS 
FOR WOMEN IN SCIENCE
SCIENCE: AfRICAN WOMEN ARE A CATALYST fOR ChANGE
Many women on the continent have been successful in beco-
ming leaders in the historically male-dominated field of
science. they have made a name for themselves through
sheer brilliance! Many african women would follow in the
footsteps of their elders, were they to enjoy the fruits of their
labor. Let us provide them with the proper educational back-
ground, let us create an environment that will inspire more
african women to become scientists, engineers and doctors.
throughout this session, female scientists will serve as role
models and help us define ways to make scientific careers
more attractive to young african women. 

SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT

THE FEMALE SOLUTION 
FOR SUSTAINABILITY
if africa can rely on its natural resources, human capital and
an improved education system, the political, environmental
and demographic circumstances could result in up to 200 million
people becoming refugees by 2050. across all these issues,
women's economic and political empowerment seems like an
essential step. Let us make sure that women have a voice, let
us implement practical solutions to strengthen the sustaina-
bility of africa's development!

WOMEN IN SPORTS FOCUS

FROM SPORTS TO BUSINESS 
LEADERS: OVER THE HURDLE
african sportswomen have won records and medals around
the world. they have overcome cultural and religious hurdles
and have made their presence felt on the international scene.
they have thus honed the skills that are needed to become
the economic and political leaders of tomorrow. from sports
to business, how do african women athletes prepare for the
future? Let us consider how sports in africa might help empower
young girls more.

WOMEN AND INFRASTRUCTURE FOCUS

THE NEW ECOSYSTEM, 
THE ONE WOMEN WANT
since african women have paid a heavy price for the lack of it,
they understand that building high-quality infrastructure
across the continent goes hand in hand with their desire for
empowerment and leadership. however, there are still obstacles
to overcome before men take their vision seriously. 
a vision that remains vital in order to bring forth the appro-
priate ecosystem for a better gender-balanced society and
economy. Less prone to corruption, more efficient managers,
african women have the capacity to lead a team and bring a
project to fruition. Let us make sure they are welcomed into
this environment!
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THEY MAKE AFRICA
Wia introduces you to exceptional women from 5 african regions.
extraordinary women, actors of change, they will each take the
floor to present an idea, their journey, their vision for their
continent. #inspiration #motivation

MASTERCLASSES 
during Masterclasses, exchanges and sharing of know-how
offer african women with high potential concrete methods
and skills to help them strengthen their skills: business deve-
lopment, access to networks, business creation, etc.

MEET WITH 
at Meet With sessions, members are invited to meet with
representatives of country and sector delegations to exchange
and develop relationships and investment opportunities. 

WIA 54 
the Wia 54 afternoon will address the theme of entrepreneur-
ship in africa and give international recognition to the winning
entrepreneur identified and selected by the Wia Philanthropy
foundation. 

WIA START-UP EXHIBITION 
Wia start-Up exhibition is the world’s rendez-vous to discover
Women african startups and Celebrate them ! it’s a gathering
of african best and most promising women-led startups. 

BREAKFAST 
the working breakfasts will allow members to meet around
sectoral issues, to meet stakeholders in a sector, to exchange
and develop their networks at the continental and inter-
national levels. this is the time for exchange between the great
leaders and young women entrepreneurs of the continent.
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Join the WIA Initative

Caroline BOuDERGuE
Wia Managing director

caroline@wia-initiative.com

Jean-Christian AGID
head of Partnerships Us

jc@wia-initiative.com

Geoffrey ChAPuIS
Partnerships Coordinator

head of Partnerships 
Morocco

geoffrey@wia-initiative.com

henya MEKKI
head of Partnerships UK
henya@wia-initiative.com

Follow our actions, our projects and increase the community:
on www.wia-initiative.com or our Newsletter

Crédits photo © WIA - Rémi Schapman

facebook : womeninafrica instagram : womeninafricaLinkedin : womeninafricatwitter : womeninitiative

Seynabou Thiam, 
Project Manager, 
WIA Philanthropy.
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